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Abstract Mathematical and numerical models of the yttrium aluminium garnet
(YAG) synthesis are presented in the article. The models allow the effective computer
simulation of the YAG synthesis. The synthesis by sol–gel and solid-state reaction
methods is considered in the article. The question concerning the reasons for the
observed changes in the preparation temperature by changing synthesis method is
answered. The inverse modelling problem is solved: using known experimental data
(synthesis time, dimensions of reactants) the unknown input parameters of the model
(diffusion and reaction rate coefficients) are calculated.

Keywords Yttrium aluminium garnet · Reaction–diffusion model

1 Introduction

The composition 3Y2O3 : 5Al2O3, commonly called as yttrium aluminium garnet
(Y3Al5O12, YAG), adopts the cubic garnet structure and when doped with a tran-
sition metal or lanthanide element, YAG is an important solid-state laser material
widely used in luminescence systems and window materials for a variety of lamps
[1,3–7]. In view of the high-temperature chemical stability and an extremely high
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creep resistance, YAG is a promising fiber material for the preparation of ceramic
composites [8,11,13–19,21]. The electrical conductivity of YAG is also reported to
be lower than any other polycrystalline oxide [2]. Owing to such wide and diverse
application potential of YAG-based ceramics, new routes for the synthesis of pure and
homogeneously doped YAG are highly desirable.

The YAG powders could be synthesized by many different methods, such as solid-
state reaction method, spray pyrolysis, coprecipitation, sol–gel and others [1,11,13,15,
17,25,35–37]. The solid-state synthesis of YAG ceramic from Al2O3 and Y2O3 pow-
ders usually requires extensive mechanical mixing and lengthy heat treatments above
1600 ◦C [22,25]. These processing conditions do not allow facile control over micro-
structure, grain size and grain size distribution in the resulting powders or shapes. Sev-
eral wet-chemical techniques such as polymerized complex route [15], metal–organic
preceramic processing [22], coprecipitation methods [27,29] or yttrium carboxylate–
alumoxane route [4] have been used to produce YAG phases. Most of these methods
suffer from the complex and time consuming (long refluxing times, gelation periods of
several days, etc.) procedures and/or mismatch in the solution behaviour of the constit-
uents. As a consequence of the different isoelectric points, gross inhomogeneities may
be present in the obtained ceramic, e.g., significant amounts of Y2O3, Al2O3, YAlO3
and Y2Al4O9 phases are present, even above 1650 ◦C, in the Y3Al5O12 phase synthe-
sized by above mentioned “soft chemistry” methods.

Recently, for the preparation of nanocrystalline YAG it has been developed a new
sol–gel process using mixtures of inorganic salts of the respective elements [32]. The
study have demonstrated the versatility of the sol–gel method to yield monophasic
YAG samples at lower sintering temperature (≈1000 ◦C) when compared to the tem-
perature required for the solid-state synthesis (>1600 ◦C). The successful synthesis
of crystalline YAG phase at 1000 ◦C is the one of the lowest reported temperature
for the crystallisation of this material. The sol–gel method of preparation of YAG in
aqueous media is inexpensive and thus appropriate for the large scale production of
YAG ceramics. Also, lanthanide-doped YAG ceramics could be successfully obtained
by sol–gel method.

Therefore, it has been well demonstrated that the sol–gel process offers consid-
erable advantages of good mixing of the starting materials and excellent chemical
homogeneity of the product. Moreover, the molecular level mixing and the tendency
of partially hydrolyzed species to form extended networks facilitate the structure evo-
lution thereby lowering the crystallization temperature. The reactivity of the precursor
makes the preparation of particular phases possible at ambient and gentle conditions
while starting from a solid-state precursor either high temperatures or high pressure
or the use of a catalyst is needed.

Thus, it is clear that the conditions for the formation of monophasic YAG are depen-
dent largely on the synthesis method used. By changing solid-state method to the sol–
gel chemistry approach, the YAG formation temperature decreases from 1600 ◦C upto
1000 ◦C. However, the important question concerning the reasons for the observed
changes in the preparation temperature by changing synthesis method remains to be
answered. Such a situation has initiated the present work, motivating us to elucidate
the reasons responsible for the low-temperature formation of Y3Al5O12 using sol–gel
technique. The optimization of synthesis parameters of sol–gel processes have been
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determined mostly in an experimental way, i.e., according to the desired properties
of the final ceramic material. To overcome these difficulties, the pathway of chemical
reactions should be performed according to the possible computational modelling.
However, no model has yet been constructed that provides quantitative agreement of
the reaction mechanisms with the experimental data of process parameters and desired
structural, morphological and physical properties of the final ceramic material.

The first goal of this study is to construct a mathematical model which allows the
effective computer simulation of the YAG synthesis, and in particular, which allows
us to determine the exact reasons responsible for the different formation temperatures
of Y3Al5O12 using different techniques. We have analyzed the YAG synthesis car-
ried out by solid-state reaction and by sol–gel methods in this study. A mathematical
model for the synthesis is presented in Sect. 3. Before, in Sect. 2, we describe the
details and results of the laboratory experiments of the YAG synthesis using sol–gel
and solid-state reaction methods at different temperatures.

The kinetics of solid-state reactions generally cannot be assumed to follow simple
rate laws that are applicable to homogeneous reactions [33]. The rate of a general
homogeneous reaction is conventionally measured by following the decrease in con-
centration of reactants or the increase in concentration of the products at constant
temperature. For the heterogeneous reaction, however, the concept of concentration
no longer has the same significance and the progress of reaction usually is determined
in some other way. A kinetic study of heterogeneous reaction thus involves measure-
ment of changes in mass or fraction reacted of the sample as a function of time at
constant temperature [3,4,27]. Many equations relating the rate of solid-state reac-
tions to are summarised in the literature. The interpretation of the kinetic equations is
extremely complicated and considers the way in which the reaction starts, by a process
of nucleation, then how those nuclei grow and what reaction or interface geometry is
involved, and finally, how the reactants decay [6]. Nevertheless, in the developed our
mathematical model, the fundamental kinetic equations for the homogeneous reac-
tions are re-examined in an attempt to increase the reliability of the kinetic parameters
obtained for solid-state reactions. Also, the validity of applying the Arrhenius equa-
tion to heterogeneous reactions has been questioned, but the parameters obtained had
practical value even if their theoretical interpretation is difficult [7].

Developing a model we limit the analysis to the last stage of the YAG synthesis. At
this stage the mass transport by diffusion, and the reaction are the limited phases of the
YAG synthesis. Therefore the model is based on non-stationary diffusion equations
(second Fick’s law) containing a non-linear term related to the kinetics of the reaction
(rate law). A crucial part of the model is the periodization of the reaction space of the
YAG synthesis. It is used to locate the synthesis in the finite element (of clear form) of
the reaction space. We propose several possible periodization models for the reaction
space, which allow the simplification of the three-dimensional case of YAG synthesis
model to one- and two-dimensional ones.

The models (i.e., systems of PDEs) were solved numerically in Sect. 4 of the article
using finite difference techniques. Diferential problems were approximated by implicit
schemes, and finite difference equations were solved using the sweep method.

The effectiveness of computer simulation depends very largely on input data preci-
sion. Solving the model we encountered the difficulties to determine precisely values
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of some input parameters of the model. Namely, it turned out that the diffusion and
reaction rate coefficents of the YAG synthesis are not known exactly so far, or they are
indicated within the large scope and so cannot be used effectively for simulation. Such
a situation caused a solution to this problem to be the main goal of our study. In the
next section we present the literature overview concerning the methods of estimation
of the diffusion and reaction rate coefficents. It should be noted that most of meth-
ods are of chemical nature, complicated enough, and/or expensive for realization. In
Sect. 5 we have investigated in detail the problem appeared and proposed a method
for calculation of the diffusion and reaction rate coefficents of the YAG synthesis. The
method consists of three stages. Firstly, we analyze possible diffusion and reaction
rates at fixed temperatures (1000 ◦C and 1600 ◦C). Using experimental data we solve
the model and select the unknown input parameters of the YAG synthesis (diffusion
and reaction rate coefficients) such that an output of the model (synthesis time) agrees
with the experimental one. In such a way we get all possible values of the unknown
parameters. Secondly, the analysis of the results prompted to investigation of some
particular cases of the synthesis. Namely, we have distinguished and investigated in
terms of the model developed following three cases:

(1) diffusion rate is infinite,
(2) reaction rate is infinite, and
(3) diffusion rate is sufficient.

As a result, classification of values of the diffusion and reaction rate coefficients has
been introduced. Using the classification and experimental results we made conclu-
sions and, as a result, locate values of the diffusion and reaction rate coefficients pre-
cisely enough. Finally, using simple calculations we presented expressions (Arrhenius
laws) for the diffusion and reaction rate coefficients, which express the temperature
dependence of the coefficients.

2 Experiments

We present in this section technical details and results (synthesis times and temperature
regimes) of the experiments carried out by sol–gel and solid-state reaction methods.

2.1 Sol–gel method

In the sol–gel synthesis, yttrium oxide was dissolved in 150 mL of 0.2 mol L−1

CH3COOH by stirring the mixture for 10 h at 55–60 ◦C in a beaker covered with a
watch-glass. To this solution, aluminium nitrate dissolved in 50 mL of distilled water
was added and the resulting mixture was stirred for 2 h at the same temperature. In a
following step, 1.2 ethanediol (25 mmol) as complexing agent was added to the above
solutions. The acidic medium (pH � 5) prevents the flocculation of metal hydrox-
ides in the mixtures and no adjustment of pH was necessary. After concentrating the
solutions by slow evaporation at 60–70 ◦C under stirring the Y–Al acetate–nitrate–
glycolate solution turned into a white transparent gel. The oven dried (100–120 ◦C)
gel became light brown due to the initial decomposition of nitrates. The gel powders
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were ground in an agate mortar and preheated for 2 h at 800 ◦C in air. Since the gels are
very combustible slow heating (2 ◦C min−1) especially between 150 and 400 ◦C was
found to be essential. After an intermediate grinding the powders were additionally
sintered at various temperatures from 1000 to 1600 ◦C in air. The optimum annealing
time was 8 h at 1000 ◦C and 4 h at 1600 ◦C.

2.2 Solid-state reaction method

In the solid-state reaction method, the stoichiometric mixture of metal oxides (Al2O3
and Y2O3) was carefully ground in an agate mortar and annealed at various tempera-
tures from 1000 to 1600 ◦C in air. The monophasic YAG was obtained only at higher
temperature, after sintering oxide precursor for 8 h at 1600 ◦C.

3 Mathematical model

The goal of this section is to construct a mathematical model of the YAG synthesis. We
limit the analysis to the last stage of the synthesis, when the reactants, grounded and
mixed thoroughly in the reaction space, react under high temperature. At this stage the
mass transport by diffusion, and the reaction are the limited phases of the synthesis.
The reaction is described by the following formula

3Y2O3 + 5Al2O3 → 2Y3Al5O12. (1)

We treat the reaction space of the synthesis as a molecular structure, and assume
that the reaction (1) could be considered as bimolecular

A + B → C. (2)

Such assumptions are quite reasonable since the temperature is high enough, and
the reactants have been thoroughly mixed in the reaction space. The rate wi of the
reaction for the i th reactant is defined by

wi = ∂c′
i

∂t
, where c′

i ≡ ci

γi
, i = 1, 2, 3, (3)

where γi are the stoichiometric coefficients of the reaction (1), and ci = ci (x, t) is
the concentration of the i th reactant of the reaction at a point x = (x1, x2, x3) of the
reaction space V at time t . Let V ⊂ R

3 (see Fig. 1) is some cubic volume. The rate w

of the reaction (2) is defined by

w = w1 = w2 = −w3. (4)
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Fig. 1 Real chaotic structure of
the reaction space V

Since the reaction (1) is considered as bimolecular, the reaction rate w could be
expressed by rate law as follows

w = kc′
1c′

2, (5)

where k is a reaction rate constant.
The change of concentrations of the reactants by diffusion is described using the

second Fick’s law

∂c′
i

∂t
=

3∑

j=1

Di
∂2c′

i

∂x2
j

, (6)

where Di is the diffusion coefficient of the i th reactant.
So, summarizing (3)–(6), the YAG synthesis can be described by the following

reaction–diffusion system

∂c′
1

∂t
=

3∑

j=1

D1
∂2c′

1

∂x2
j

− kc′
1c′

2,

∂c′
2

∂t
=

3∑

j=1

D2
∂2c′

2

∂x2
j

− kc′
1c′

2, x ∈ V, t > 0,

∂c′
3

∂t
=

3∑

j=1

D3
∂2c′

3

∂x2
j

+ kc′
1c′

2, (7)

or, using c′
i ≡ ci

γi
,
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∂c1

∂t
=

3∑

j=1

D1
∂2c1

∂x2
j

− 1

5
kc1c2,

∂c2

∂t
=

3∑

j=1

D2
∂2c2

∂x2
j

− 1

3
kc1c2, x ∈ V, t > 0,

∂c3

∂t
=

3∑

j=1

D3
∂2c3

∂x2
j

+ 2

15
kc1c2, (8)

The initial conditions (t = 0) for ci are

ci (x, 0) = c0
i , i = 1, 2, 3, x ∈ V = V ∪ ∂V, (9)

and the boundary conditions at ∂V are

∂ci

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x∈∂V

= 0, i = 1, 2, 3, t � 0. (10)

The initial structure of the reaction space V , depicted in Fig. 1, is chaotic—exact
initial position of particles of the reactants in V is unknown. So, it is quite reasonable
to impose some conditions on V . In the following the periodization of the reaction
space is used.

Let all particles are of same shape and its volume is small enough. More particu-
larly, let particles are of the cube shape and the edge of the cube is aµm. Further, let
these particles form a periodical structure (see Fig. 2, left part). It is easy to see that
in such case the synthesis can be considered not in complete space, but only in its
periodic part, i.e.

V = (0, a1) × (0, a2) × (0, a3) ⊂ R
3. (11)

2a µm

a µm

Fig. 2 Three-dimensional periodization model of the reaction space V
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(See Fig. 2, right part.) From experimental data, a volume of the particle must be
approximately 1µm3, sintering at 1000 ◦C using sol–gel method, and approximately
10 µm3, sintering at 1600 ◦C using solid-state reaction method. So, in (11)

ai =
{

1, when T = 1000 ◦C,
3
√

10, when T = 1600 ◦C.
(12)

Let consider other possible periodization models of the reaction space V , which let
us simplify calculations. Such cases are depicted in Fig. 3a and b.

• In case (a), a1 = 1, a2 = 1, a3 
 1. Then the two-dimensional case of the model
(8)–(10) can be considered

x = (x1, x2),

V =
{ {x1 : 0 � x1 � 1, 0 � x2 � 1}, when T = 1000 ◦C,

{x1 : 0 � x1 �
√

10, 0 � x2 �
√

10}, when T = 1600 ◦C,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Two-dimensional (a) and one-dimensional (b) periodization models of the reaction space V
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• In case (b), a1 = 1, a2, a3 
 1. Then the one-dimensional case of the model
(8)–(10) can be considered

x = x1,

V =
{ {x1 : 0 � x1 � 1}, when T = 1000 ◦C,

{x1 : 0 � x1 � 10}, when T = 1600 ◦C.

4 Numerical solution

We consider the problem:

∂c1

∂t
= D1

∂2c1

∂x2 − 1

5
kc1c2,

∂c2

∂t
= D2

∂2c2

∂x2 − 1

3
kc1c2, x ∈ (0, a), t > 0, (13)

∂c3

∂t
= D3

∂2c3

∂x2 + 2

15
kc1c2,

ci (x, 0) = c0
i , i = 1, 2, 3, x ∈ [0, a], (14)

∂ci

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0, x=a

= 0, i = 1, 2, 3, t � 0, (15)

where

c0
1 =

{
3 · 10−6, 0 � x � a

2 ,

0, a
2 < x � a,

c0
2 =

{
0, 0 � x � a

2 ,

5 · 10−6, a
2 < x � a,

c0
3 = 0.

and

a =
{

1, kai T = 1000 ◦C,

10, kai T = 1600 ◦C,

take D1 = D2 = D3 ≡ D. Such assumption is quite reasonable since the size of the
particles is small and similar.

The uniform grids were introduced in V

ωh = {xi : xi = ih, i = 0, . . . , N }, Nh = 1,

ωτ = {tn : tn = nτ, n = 0, . . . , M}, Mτ = T .
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We use standard notation (see [37])

ut =
(
un+1

i − un
i

)

τ
, un

x̄ = un
i − un

i−1

h
, un

x = un
i+1 − un

i

h
,

u = u
(
xi , tn)

, û = u
(
xi , tn+1).

Define a discrete grid

ωτ,h = ωτ × ωh = {(
tn, xi

): tn = nτ, xi = ih, i = 0, . . . , N , n = 0, . . . , M
}
.

Let un
k,i = uk(xi , tn) be the lattice function defined at ωτ,h points. We build a finite

difference scheme appoximating equations (13)

u1,t = 1
2 D

(
û1,x̄ x + u1,x̄ x

) − 1
5 kû1,i u2,i ,

u2,t = 1
2 D

(
û2,x̄ x + u2,x̄ x

) − 1
3 kû1,i û2,i , (16)

u3,t = 1
2 D

(
û3,x̄ x + u3,x̄ x

) + 2
15 kû1,i û2,i ,

initial conditions (15)

u0
k,i = c0

1, k = 1, 2, 3, i = 0, . . . , N , (17)

and boundary conditions (14)

un
k,0 = εun

k,1, un
k,N = εun

k,N−1, (18)

k = 1, 2, 3, n = 0, . . . , M, ε = 1 − 10−6. (19)

Finite differrence scheme was solved using stream sweeping method [37]. We took

h =
{

0.02 for T = 1000 ◦C,

0.2 for T = 1600 ◦C,
τ = 1.

A half-time t1/2 is considered instead of the full synthesis time ts, i.e. a time required
for the half of the initial reactants to disappear:

∫

V

(
c1(x, t1/2) + c2(x, t1/2)

)
dx = 1

2

∫

V

(
c1(x, 0) + c2(x, 0)

)
dx . (20)

5 Calculation of diffusion and reaction rate coefficients

The effectiveness of computer simulation depends very largely on input data precision.
In our case, the application of the model developed in previous sections is complicated
in view of unknown input parameters—diffusion and reaction rate coefficients D and
k. It turned out that the diffusion and reaction rate coefficients of the YAG synthesis are
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Fig. 4 Caculation of possible values of diffusion (D) and reaction (k) rate coefficients at 1000 ◦C. Solving
the model with these input parameters D and k (�), an output of the model—synthesis time—agrees with
the experimental one. The YAG phase was obtained after 8 h sintering at 1600 ◦C using solid-state reaction
method and at 1000 ◦C using sol–gel method. Asymptotes D = 3.3 · 10−6 and k = 138 correspond to
lower bounds of the parameters. When D = 1.2 · 10−5, reaction becomes the only limiting phase of the
synthesis

not known exactly so far, or they are indicated within the large scope and so cannot be
used effectively for simulation. Therefore alternative approach is investigated in this
section and a method for calculation of the diffusion and reaction rate coefficients of
the YAG synthesis is proposed. The inverse modelling problem is solved: using known
experimental data—synthesis time, dimensions of reactants, etc.—the unknown input
parameters of the model—diffusion and reaction rate coefficients—are calculated.
The method consists of three stages.

First of all, we analyze possible diffusion and reaction rates at fixed tempera-
tures (1000 and 1600 ◦C). Using experimental data we solve the model selecting the
unknown input parameters of the YAG synthesis—diffusion and reaction rate coeffi-
cients—such that an output of the model—synthesis time—agrees with experimental
data. Recall that the YAG phase was obtained after 8 h sintering at 1600 ◦C using
solid-state reaction method and at 1000 ◦C using sol–gel method. Results of calcula-
tion at 1000 ◦C are presented in Fig. 4. In such a way we get all possible values of the
unknown parameters. It is clear that different choice of pairs (D, k) causes different
flow of the synthesis. Simulation experiments have prompted to investigation of some
particular cases of the synthesis in more detail.

To begin with, we can find the lower bounds of diffusion and reaction rates, i.e.
asymptotes of the curve in Fig. 4. For this we need to investigate limit cases of the
model—when diffusion and reaction rates are infinite.
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Assume that diffusion rate of the synthesis is infinite. The concentrations of reactants
become constant in V instantly, so, in (13), D ∂2ci/∂x2 = 0, and the problem (13)–
(15) becomes:

∂c1

∂t
= −1

5
kc1c2,

∂c2

∂t
= −1

3
kc1c2, x ∈ (0, a), t > 0,

∂c3

∂t
= 2

15
kc1c2, (21)

ci (x, 0) = ĉ0
i , i = 1, 2, 3, x ∈ [0, a], (22)

∂ci

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0, x=a

= 0, i = 1, 2, 3, t � 0, (23)

and

ĉ0
1 = 3

2
· 10−6, ĉ0

2 = 5

2
· 10−6, ĉ0

3 = 0.

The problem was solved numerically for different temperatures and k was chosen such
that t1/2 = 4. We obtained

ka
T = 138,

for T = 1000 and 1600 ◦C. It is obvious that such kl
T is the minimal value of the reac-

tion rate, i.e. the YAG phase cannot be synthesized in 8 h if parameters D and k are
selected from G4

T (see Fig. 5a, b) because of low reaction rate. In Fig. 5a and b this
value corresponds to the line H .

Assume that reaction rate of the synthesis is infinite. The reaction proceeds instantly
and reactants cannot pass through the reaction spot x = a/2 (introducing homogenous

Fig. 5 Classification of values of diffusion (D) and reaction (k) rate coefficients
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boundary condition), so, in (13), c1c2 = 0, and the problem (13)–(15) becomes:

∂c1

∂t
= D

∂2c1

∂x2 , x ∈ (
0, a

2

)
, t > 0, (24)

∂c2

∂t
= D

∂2c2

∂x2 , x ∈ ( a
2 , a

)
, t > 0, (25)

ci (x, 0) = c0
i , i = 1, 2, x ∈ [0, a], (26)

∂c1

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= 0,
∂c2

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=a

= 0, ci |x= a
2

= 0, i = 1, 2, t � 0. (27)

Problem was solved numerically for different temperatures and D was chosen such
that t1/2 = 4. We obtained

Dl
1000 = 3.3 · 10−6 and Dl

1600 = 3.3 · 10−4.

It is obvious that such Dl
T is the minimal value of the diffusion rate, i.e. the YAG

phase cannot be synthesized in 8 h if parameters D and k are selected from G1
T (see

Fig. 5a, b) because of low diffusion rate. In Fig. 5a and b these values correspond to
the line W .

At the same time, the following conclusion follows. The difference between Dl
1000

and Dl
1600 explains the low-temperature formation of Y3Al5O12 using sol–gel tech-

nique: since sol–gel method requires lower diffusion rate, it may be caried out at
lower-temperature regime.

Now, let us consider diffusion separately. Let us define “sufficient” diffusion rate
of the YAG synthesis. In other words, we look for a value of diffusion rate at which
diffusion is no longer the limited stage of the synthesis. It is not difficult to understand
that such diffusion guarantees the delivery of the reactants to the reaction spot over
8 h exactly. in the following system

∂ci

∂t
= D

∂2ci

∂x2 , i = 1, 2, x ∈ (0, a), t > 0, (28)

ci (x, 0) = c0
i , i = 1, 2, x ∈ [0, a], (29)

∂ci

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0, x=a

= 0, i = 1, 2, t � 0. (30)

the parameter D should be selected such that

∫

V 0
1

c1(x, ts) +
∫

V 0
2

c2(x, ts) dx = 1

2

∫

V

(
c1(x, 0) + c2(x, 0)

)
dx, (31)

V 0
i = {

x : ci (x, 0) = 0
}
, i = 1, 2, ts = 8 val. (32)
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Problem was solved numerically for different temperatures. We obtained

Ds
1000 = 1.2 · 10−5 and Ds

1600 = 1.2 · 10−3.

in Fig. 5a and b these values correspond to line W ′.
As a result, classification of values of the diffusion and reaction rate coefficients has

been introduced—see Fig. 5. According to experimental observations, diffusion and
reaction both are limiting stages of the synthesis, and therefore the coefficients should
be taken from G2

T areas. These areas are not wide, and values could be chosen freely,
but in fact there is a possibility to choose these values at 1600 ◦C more strictly. Recall
that we have experimental results at 1600 ◦C of the synthesis by solid-state reaction
and sol–gel methods. We can calculate all possible D, k values using the model, and
the point of intersection of the curves obtained will be the values for the coefficients
needed. The results are presented in Fig. 6. We obtained

D1600 = 8 · 10−4 and k1600 = 280.095.

At 1000 ◦C we take

D1000 = 10−5 and k1000 = 234.105.

Our final task is to find the formulas which express the temperature dependence
of the diffusion and reaction rate coefficients. It may be described by the following

Fig. 6 Diffusion and reaction coefficients at 1600 ◦C
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Arrhenius laws:

D = D0 exp

(
− ED

RT

)
, k = k0 exp

(
− Ek

RT

)
, (33)

where ED, Ek—activation energies for diffusion and reaction; D0, k0, R = 8.314472
—constants. We need to calculate constants ED, Ek and D0, k0.

Let write expressions (33) for T = 1000 ◦C and T = 1600 ◦C

D1000 = D0 exp

(
− ED

R · 1273

)
, k1000 = k0 exp

(
− Ek

R · 1273

)
, (34)

D1600 = D0 exp

(
− ED

R · 1873

)
, k1600 = k0 exp

(
− Ek

R · 1873

)
. (35)

Recall that we have D1000, D1600 and k1000, k1600. Dividing D1000/D1600 and
k1000/k1600, we eliminate D0, k0 and calculate constants ED, Ek . Then return to
(34), (35) and calculate D0, k0. So, we obtained

D = 8.73 exp

(
−144785

RT

)
, k = 409.5 exp

(
−5917.76

RT

)
.
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